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It seemed like a normal day in Manhattan New York the morning of September 11, 2001. Then all or a sudden a devastating event in American history occurred taking the lives of thousands of Americans. Planes crashed into the twin towers. Within moments, the towers collapsed killing more than 3,000 innocent people and injuring many more. There have been many theories as to what actually caused the collapse of the towers and who was behind it.

The first and official theory was one made by the United States Government. According to Padilla v. Bush, 2002,

On that date, 19 terrorists associated with the al Qaeda organization hijacked four airplanes, and succeeded in crashing three of them into targeted public buildings they had targeted; one into each of the two towers of the World Trade Center in New York, and one into the Pentagon near Washington, D.C. The World Trade Center towers were destroyed and the Pentagon was seriously damaged.

Passengers on the fourth airplane fought back against the hijackers, preventing that airplane from being used as a weapon, although it too crashed, in a field in Pennsylvania, and all aboard were killed. In all, more than 3,000 people were killed in that day's coordinated attacks.

While the government’s official story it that the hijacked planes, which crashed into the towers, caused the towers to collapse, many people aren’t buying it. There is a cover up somewhere. It seems that the towers were actually blown up from the inside by a controlled demolition. There is a lot to back up the demolition theory. The buildings went straight down floor by floor within a millisecond of each other as they would in a controlled demolition. Debris found in the dust suggests higher temperatures than those made by burning jet fuel. The temperatures made by
burning jet fuel would not have been hot enough to weaken the steel and bring down the towers. Only one view was captured of the event. Building 7 was not hit, but went down also. The Pentagon, was barely damaged. Sullivan a professional employee of Controlled Demolition, Inc. explained, “When we load a building, all support columns on a given floor fail at the same time within milliseconds of one another… the key word is ‘controlled’ in a controlled demolition.” Expressing the accessibility for setting up such controlled demolition he explained, “Looking at the building, it wouldn’t be a problem once you gained access to the elevator shafts… a team of loading experts would have access to all the core columns and beam.” He went on to express his opinion about the collapse, “The story that just a few column failures can cause a synchronized global collapse, an implosion, well, that’s just nonsense.” Explaining how a controlled demolition occurs in progressive waves he stated, “What I saw was a classic implosion.” He notes, “People on the ground reported exactly what I would have expected: waves of explosions going off, not one massive big boom” (Scar, 2011). Dr. Farrer spoke on another point regarding the heat of the fire and the strength of the steel,

“Obviously the question of how do you get to 1100° C is significant because you may get up to half of those temperatures with jet-fuel-fed office fires… in order to get sulfur out of wallboard; you’ve got to heat it to high enough temperatures to dissociate the calcium from the sulfur at higher temperatures than you get in normal office fires, even a jet-fuel-fed office fire” (Bondi, 2011).

Mark Basíl added more proof supporting the demolition theory by stating, “Get some dust and look for the metallic microspheres and red/gray chips. The spheres are evidence of temperatures beyond the capability of jet fuel, and the chips produce molten iron droplets when ignited” (Steele, 2012)!
Deep research and investigation was initiated after the attack. “U.S. officials blame al Qaeda, whose leader is Osama bin Laden” but in a survey reported by Allen, “only about 46 percent of those surveyed said al Qaeda was responsible for the attacks” (2008) In 1993 Ramzi Yousef planned and executed a terrorist bombing of the World Trade Center killing six people and injuring 1,000 others. He was captured and arrested in 1995 in Pakistan and is serving a life sentence. After the 1911 attacks he was placed in solitary confinement at Supermax. It is now believed that he might have been a major contributor in the planning of the 2001 attacks. In 1993 his uncle Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, had planned to target the Transamerica Towers, the Sears, a nuclear flair, the Pentagon, the Twin Towers and the headquarters of CIA. Later, the investigations discovered that there were 10 Islamic fellows getting trained in the flight schools of the USA. Though this news was provided to the embassy and FBI and also Ramzi Yousef with his two colleagues were caught, one of the FBI agents permitted Yousef to flee. After this, uncle of Yousef brought the plan of hijacking the plane and attacking the buildings into existence and thus, the 9/11 attack.

The real question that arises here is despite the fact of learning the Philippines act, why didn’t the US embassy made any investigation against Khalid Mohammed? Why was the plan, which took several live, left covered under secrets? Mindy Kleinberg, Lorie Van Auken, Patty Casazza, Kristen Breitweiser, known as Jersey Girls, believed that the US was not able to come up with a good cover story. They directly stated that the Commission had already made up a narrative account and put forth only those evidences which they wanted the world to know and covering all the insights. The deep and pure investigations brought up that the Commission has purposely neglected the work in the findings. They were unable to answer the most basic questions and failed to show the reasons for the defense of the aftermath. It was also believed
that such conclusions and cover up stories were made by the government of the United States of America to plan an attack on Afghanistan. The government needed few but strong points to take up the country like Afghanistan for war.

The US Government was already aware of the planned attacks 6 years earlier. However, they paid no heed to it and though they could easily find the main personality in this attack, Khalid Mohammed, he was roaming without any fear. Not only this, but also the crash of TWA 800 flight in the year 1996 had granted a permission to take a look and meet the people of al Qaeda which included Yousef and the planner of 9/11 attack, Khalid Mohammed. However, this offer of meeting and capturing the members who were in connection with the al Qaeda was dismissed and thus the government ignored it in April 2004. After the TWA 800 crash, the US government was smart enough to join the dots and track the picture of the further attacks. By joining these dots, they were able to capture the cell of al Qaeda and destroy them with their members. But this was not worked up on. If, in case, the embassy would had taken the necessary steps to come to a conclusion and put a full stop to the chapter of al Qaeda by demolishing their property, the USA did not had to face such a mishap of 9/11. The Federal Bureau of Investigation was provided with many reports of upcoming threats. They were also alerted that a hijack would be taking place to free Omar Abdel Rahman who was called as the ‘blind Sheikh’. In this report it was even mentioned that this hijacking would be done by the al Qaeda members.

Al Qaeda came into picture a long time ago. The fact that the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the embassy and the government of the United States of America were warned beforehand, about the upcoming attacks. It was right in front of them to catch the terrorist members of Al Qaeda and finish them off by avoiding rest of the attacks. When the public raised many questions to the government, they were ready to answer very few of them leaving the main
and the most fundamental questions unanswered. With all the investigations carried up till now, it has been proved that the government is hiding many facts from the public and the citizens. The citizens are given false cover up stories and thus, misleading the horrific even that killed thousands.
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